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Instructional Vocabulary 
 

Grade 1 ELAR 
 
Unit 1: Exchanging Ideas and Messages  

 Rhyme – identical or very similar recurring final sounds in words; in poetry, rhyming words may occur at the 

ends of lines or within lines 

 Decode – apply knowledge of letter-sound relationships in order to sound out a word. In reading practice, 

the term is used primarily to refer to word identification rather than word comprehension. 

 Alliteration – the repetition of the same sounds at the beginning of two or more adjacent words or stressed 

syllables 

Unit 2: Readers Read for a Purpose 

 Fable – fictional tale that teaches a moral lesson, entertains, and often includes animals with human 

characteristics  

 Fantasy story – a story (that could include pictures or statements) that is not real or could not happen 

 True story – a story (that could include pictures or statements) that is real or could actually happen 

 Media – a variety of ways people communicate with others (e.g., print, digital, electronic, social) 

Unit 3: Developing Readers and Writers Through Literary Works 

 Plot – the basic sequence of events in a story. The plot includes the problem and solution. 

 Alliteration – the repetition of the same sounds at the beginning of two or more adjacent words or stressed 

syllables 

 Sensory detail – a detail in writing that describes what is seen, heard, smelled, tasted, or touched 

Unit 4: Developing Readers and Writers Using Informational Text 

 Expository text – a type of informational text that clarifies or explains something 

 Text features – features in text to help locate information (e.g., title, table of contents, illustrations, 

photographs, bold text, italicized texts, charts, graphs) 

 Procedural text – a type of informational text that is written with the intent to explain the steps in the 

procedure, as in a recipe 

Unit 5A: Media Mania 

 Vowel digraph or vowel pair - two vowels that together represent one phoneme or sound (e.g., ea, ai, oa) 

 Media - a variety of ways people communicate with others (e.g., print, digital, electronic, social) 

 Media literacy – ability to use comprehension skills to analyze how words, images, graphics, and sounds 

work 

 Topic - what the author is writing about, the subject (e.g., polar bears) 

 Purpose - the intended goal of a piece of writing; the reason a person writes 
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Unit 5B: Research: Making a Plan 

 Vowel digraph or vowel pair - two vowels that together represent one phoneme or sound (e.g., ea, ai, oa) 

 Diphthong - A combination of two vowel sounds in one syllable to form a new phoneme 

 Source – document or person that supplies information about a topic or interest 

 Open-ended research question - a type of question used to encourage many possible responses rather 

than a single directed one (e.g., What are the effects of watching TV while studying?) 

Unit 6A: All About Literacy 

 Inference – a logical guess made by connecting bits of information. Readers make inferences by drawing 

conclusions, making generalizations, and making predictions.  

 Textual evidence – specific details or facts found in text that support what is inferred  

 Plot – the basic sequence of events in a story- it includes the problem and solution 

 Rhythm – rhythmic patterns that emphasize sound 

 Rhyme – identical or very similar recurring final sounds in words (rhyming words may occur at the ends of 

lines or within lines) 

 Sensory detail – a detail in writing that describes what is seen, heard, smelled, tasted, or touched 

Unit 6B: making Connections 

 Context clues - using other words and sentences that are around the word to determine its meaning 

 Theme - the central or universal idea of a piece of fiction or the main idea of a nonfiction essay. Themes are 

ideas or concepts that relate to moral lessons and values and speak to the human experience 

 Topic - what the author is writing about, the subject (e.g., polar bears) 

 Purpose - the intended goal of a piece of writing; the reason a person writes 

 Main idea - the overall message of a text or section of a text (e.g., Polar bears are becoming endangered.) 


